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Sprego Programming
Abstract

Spreadsheet management is a border-land between oice applications and programming, however, it is rather
communicated that spreadsheet is nothing more than an easily handled fun piece. Consequently, the
complexity of spreadsheet handling, the unprepared end-users, their problem solving abilities and approaches
do not match. To overcome these problems we have developed and introduced Sprego (Spreadsheet Lego).
Sprego is a simpliied functional programming language in spreadsheet environment, and such as can be used
both as introductory language and the language of end-user programmers. he essence of Sprego is that we
use as few and simple functions as possible and based on these functions build multilevel formulas. With this
approach, similar to high level programming, we are able solve advanced problems, developing algorithmic
skills, computational thinking. he advantage of Sprego is the simplicity of the language, when the emphasis is
not on the coding but on the problem. Beyond that spreadsheets would provide real life problems with
authentic data and tables which students are more interested in than the artiicial environment and semiauthentic problems of high level programming languages.
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Sprego programming
Abstract
Spreadsheet management lies between office applications and programming, however, it is
rather communicated that spreadsheeting is nothing more than an easily-handled piece of fun.
Consequently, the complexity of spreadsheet handling, the unprepared end-users, their
problem solving abilities and approaches do not match. To overcome these problems we have
developed and introduced Sprego (Spreadsheet Lego). Sprego is a simplified functional
programming language in the spreadsheet environment, and such as can be used both as
introductory language and the language of end-user programmers. The essence of Sprego is
that we use as few and as simple functions as possible. Based on these functions, we build
multilevel formulas. With this approach, similar to high level programming, we are able to
solve advanced problems, developing algorithmic skills, computational thinking. The
advantage of Sprego is the simplicity of the language, when the emphasis is not on the coding
but on the problem. Beyond that, spreadsheets would provide real life problems with authentic
data and tables which students are more interested in than the artificial environment and semiauthentic problems of high level programming languages.
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1. Introduction
With the widespread use of computers, we are faced with an increasing number of
end-users of birotical (computer-related office tools) software [5], [6], [41], [51], [56],
[64], [69], [79]. We have introduced the French based expression “birotical” to clearly
distinguish office applications from other computer applications. Applying this
expression, there is no need for further explanation as to which kind of application is
meant. Birotical software and documents cover mainly text and spreadsheet
management and the resulting documents of these activities.
However, with the high number of untrained and ill-trained end-users, an increase in
the number of error-prone documents is reported, due to the misuse of birotical
software. In the last decade, not only rumours of this undesirable and very
unfortunate situation have been circulating, but researchers have shown that the
problem does indeed exist [4], [5], [32], [33], [34], [64], [66], [67], [68], [69], [75], [77],
[78], [79] and is deeply rooted in the end-users’ lack of computational thinking [33],
[9], [85]. Their ignorance prevents them evaluating their problem solving skills, their
sequences of computer related activities, and so the consequences of these activities
[50].
Apart from a very few authors [4], [5], [25], [26], [27], [36], [76], research mainly
focuses on spreadsheet documents, and the consequences of spreadsheet errors.
However, we have to note here that the main reason that spreadsheets receive more
attention than other birotical documents is because of the financial consequences.
While improperly handled text-based documents mainly result in isolated cases of
misunderstanding, miscomprehension, and misinterpretation, spreadsheets play
fundamental roles in the financial world.
1.1. Sources of misinterpretation
The question, in general, is what has led us to this situation, and what would be the
solutions to reduce the number of errors in these documents. This is a fundamental
question for education. It has been realized that despite the attempts to introduce
formal Computer Sciences/Informatics education, and rearrange classical school
subjects by considering digital competency in primary and secondary education,
student level of computational thinking has not met our expectations [7], [8], [11],
[12], [34], [35]. According to the most extreme opinions, birotical software is to blame
[44], [45]; however, this is not justified. Programs themselves are harmless, they work
on algorithms; the problem arises when teaching does not focus on the algorithmdriven feature of programs. Teachers are responsible for giving proper instructions
which would lead to the development of the students’ digital literacy, algorithmic
skills, computational thinking [40], [21], [49], [85].
Teacher education, however, has to deal with a triad of circumstances: the humancomputer interaction, the novelty of this school subject, as well as the
commercialized world that has developed around it. The basis of the problems arises
from the communication between humans and “dumb” computers. To reach a high
level of communication between humans and computers we have to develop
computational thinking of humans, and to achieve this formal education is needed.
However, for formal education, teachers are needed, and for teachers, teacher-
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education is needed.
d. At tthis point the loop is closed, and wee are faced
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Figure 1: Student
nt answers
answ
to “What happens when you double click on
n a document
doc
file?”

In the self-evaluation
n session
sessi of the same project (TAaAS), we asked tthe students to
list 15 spreadsheet functions
functio which they think the most important. All
A together the
survey resulted in 99 mo
most important functions, and the most
st extre
extreme answer is
presented in Figure 2.. Finding
Fi
the reasons for this incredibly
bly high
hig number of
functions mentioned
d by tthe students, we checked the coursebook
sebooks available in
Hungary. What would
uld be your guess? In the Hungarian spreadshee
sheet coursebooks
one-hundred and seventy
eventy-two functions are mentioned. The result eexplains a lot.
These sources are rather user guides, repeating the helps, and
d do n
not match the
requirements of courseboo
rsebooks; actually, they are false teaching materials
aterials.
All of them are
re impo
important!
(this explains their ex
existence)
(word by word: they
y exist by
b no chance)
Figure 2: Student thinks
inks th
that all the functions of spreadsheets are important (the
the original message
(left) and the translation (right)

We can conclude that
at surfa
surface approach methods should not have
ve this overwhelming
power. However, method
ethods can be developed which would change,
ange, first of all the
teachers’, and then the end-users’
end
attitude towards computers, and
nd birotical
biro
software,
so that ultimately, student
students would achieve well-developed computat
mputational thinking
and algorithmic skills.
lls. We have no other task but to abandon TAEW--based problem
solving methods, and
d repla
replace them with deep-approach metacognitive
gnitive methods. The
theoretical background (Se
Section 3), the details and the characteristics of CAAD-based
(Computer Algorithmic
mic and
an Debugging) methods are presented
ed in the
th consecutive
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section (Section4 ), and further examples in Sprego at the end of the article
(Section 8).
1.2. The structure of the paper
In the following two subsections of Introduction we provide a fast overview of the
method entitled Sprego. In Chapter 2 the main research questions and hypotheses
are presented. Chapter 3 provides the detailed theoretical background of this novel
method. In Chapter 4 the details of Sprego is provided with examples and with
additional examples in Chapter 8. It is your choice in which order you read these
sections. You can keep their sequential order, but you also have the option starting
with Chapter 4 and 8, focusing on programming in Sprego, and turn back later on to
the theoretical background.
1.3. Sprego
Within the frame of spreadsheets we invented a method entitled Sprego
programming; Sprego for short. It is an abbreviation of Spreadsheet Lego.
The main idea of Sprego is that we handle spreadsheets as an introductory
programming language for novice and end-user programmers. In this sense, we use
the operators of the spreadsheet language and as few and as simple general-purpose
functions as possible, and based on these simple tools we built multilevel functions
and formulas. With our deep-approach problem solving method (Section 3.2) [22],
[38], [55], [7], [10], [33] we are able to solve computer related problems with an
approach which is well-accepted in other programming paradigms: detecting the
problem, building algorithms, coding, debugging.
In a spreadsheet environment the main activity is data retrieval. In Sprego we can
take advantage both of the environment and the functional language; the data
retrieval will be carried out with methods adapted from other programming
languages.
In spite of the theoretical background which has been available for several years, a
complete system with a methodology for teaching has not emerged.
Within the frame of the TAaAS project, we have been testing Sprego in the last four
years. In the testing process, we run three tests: a pre-test, before starting Sprego, a
post-test, after covering Sprego, and a delayed post-test, one year later. The change in
the students’ results prove the effectiveness of the method. Without any details, the
figures are the following: 5–10%, 60–70%, and 40–50%, in the pre-, post-, and delayed
post-tests, respectively [9], [28], [33]. In the opinion of the pre-service teachers of
Informatics, Sprego has the following characteristics [37]):
•

Creating multilevel formulas helps to develop algorithmic skills.

•

Using Sprego requires thinking.

•

Sprego helps developing logical thinking.

•

The characteristics of the simple, general purpose functions are easier to see
[than those of the problem specific functions].
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•

Sprego gives spreadsheet knowledge for later [post-school] usage.

•

The more conscious usage of arguments.

•

The general purpose functions can be used in wider context.

•

Instead of HLOOKUP() and VLOOKUP(), the use of the INDEX(MATCH())
multilevel function is much more interesting, since it requires more thinking.

1.4. The samples used in the paper
We would like to emphasize that the tables and samples presented in this paper do
not follow the order of their introduction to classes. They rather serve to demonstrate
the joint power which the simple general purpose functions with multilevel
functions together carry within themselves.
However, the sample tables clearly demonstrate one further advantage of Sprego
programming. If we use authentic tables with which students can do real data
retrieval, they will not find the program useless and superficial – in LOGO, [61] and
in high level programming languages, respectively –, as is typical when students are
not really motivated and enthusiastic about programming.

2. Hypotheses
H1. Sprego fulfils the requirements of the deep-approach metacognitive methods;
consequently, it can be used for teaching programming and end-user programming.
H2. Array formulas support Sprego programming, and serve problem solving better
than the built-in functions.
H3. Sprego eliminates the commercialized side-effects of spreadsheet languages.
H4. Sprego supports compatibility between different spreadsheet programs and
different versions.
H5. Sprego is less error-prone than traditional spreadsheet tools and approaches.

3. Theoretical background
The first suggestions for using spreadsheet as an introductory programming
language date back to the late 80s (in [62]), and early 90s [62], and have been raised
several times [63], [83], [71], but a complete system with a teaching methodology for
proper use has not yet been created.
3.1. Should we teach students to program?
There are opinions which state that not everyone should learn programming.
However, Soloway, along with his fellow educators [74], and later on Ben-Ari [6]
stated that programming and algorithmic skills – to use the recently developed
expression – computational thinking [85], should be taught and can be taught to
everyone, only the environment should be matched to the requirements of the
students. It is not necessarily the demanding high level programming languages
which would be the only solution, and especially not as a first language - there are
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several other possibilities available [72], [63], [65], [83], [71], [80], [6]. We share this
latter idea, and based on it, we have developed our method to support Sprego.
Coding is not something superficial, but is a method which is necessary in order to
communicate effectively with computers; beyond this, there is a wide range of
sources to develop the skills which are required to carry out this communication.
3.2. Deep and surface metacognitive problem solving approaches
The different metacognitive problem solving methods were categorized by Case et al
[17], [18], [19], [20] as deep and surface approach methods. The deep surface
approach is further specialized as a conceptual-based approach, while two further
groups of the surface approach methods are defined: algorithmic and information
based. We have realized, however, that these groups of problem solving methods do
not cover recently-emerged computer related activities. Considering all these, two
further groups, one deep and one surface approach, were added to the already well
accepted system.
The computer connected deep approach category, known as Computer Algorithmic
and Debugging (CAAD) based [33], covers those sequences of activities which are
required to carry out algorithm-driven programming tasks, from the analysis of the
problem to the close of the process by checking the correctness of the activities
carried out [33].
To the original surface approach categories the Trial-and-Error Wizard based
methods are added [33]. They are those computer-specialized activities which gained
have strength with the spread of the GUI, and are highly supported by software
companies. This approach claims that to carry out computer related activities there is
no need for algorithms, since the GUI support is enough to produce the output. The
problem with this method is that its focus is not on real problem solving but on
reaching an end result. The two phenomena and the methods based on them are not
identical.
We have to note here that in 1992 Booth [13] found four different approaches to
program writing; two deep and two surface approach groups, but her results have
remained isolated. Comparing our system, which is the expansion of those of Case et
al, to Booth’s findings, we can draw the following conclusions (C&G, B, Cs&B refer
to publications by Case and Gunstone, Booth, Csernoch and Biró, respectively):
•

conceptual (C&G) → structural (B)

•

CAAD (Cs&B) → operational (B)

•

algorithmic (C&G) → expedient (B)

•

information (C&G) → constructional (B)

•

TAEW (Cs&B) → GUI navigation

Our purpose with Sprego is to introduce a deep approach metacognitive method,
with which the students’ algorithmic skills can be effectively and efficiently
developed.
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3.3. Minimalist theory
We have to keep in mind that in our concept spreadsheet languages would serve as
an introductory language for beginners, and a suitable language for those who do
not want to be professional programmers, but well-skilled end-users. Considering
this point of view, spreadsheet languages, and approaches such as Sprego should be
taught with a minimalist approach [16], [63], [54], and consequently, the methods
developed for teaching high level programming languages for novices can be applied
to this language.
The process of programming is exactly the same as we are familiar with from high
level programming languages (See Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 8). The advantages of
spreadsheet languages in general, compared to high level programming languages,
are that the coding is less demanding, there is no need for explicit declarations, and
the phenomena of function is familiar from studies in Mathematics. A further
simplification of the language, compared to high level programming languages, is
that in the spreadsheet environment we do not write, but just call already existing
functions. One further step would be, as suggested by several researchers, to write
functions [2], [65], but this is not our intention at present.
However, we have seen from the reported error-prone spreadsheet documents that
all these advantages do not guarantee an algorithmic approach to spreadsheet
problems [3], [52], [53]. We have found in our previous research that all of these
advantages would be diminished with the TAEW-based approach to spreadsheet [9],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]; the endless new features, the high number of functions
(Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3), the demanding and large number of arguments
(Section 4.4), the unplanned wondering and rummaging around in the GUI.
Sprego focuses, on one hand, on the further simplification of the language, by using
as few functions as possible (for the list of Sprego functions see Table 1); on the other
hand, it focuses on the generalization of the language, by using general purpose
functions. With these tools, multilevel functions can be built and a wider range of
problems can be solved than with the problem-specific functions of spreadsheet
programs (for details see Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.4). Frequent use and coding with
a few simple general functions would result in users remembering them and
working with them in an error-free way.
Since the coding in spreadsheets is not demanding, the typing of the codes is highly
recommended. We have to keep in mind the fact that the coding also should follow
the minimalist approach, and as is detailed in Section 4.2, it should start with the
more internal functions, when the formula is the simplest, and should be developed
step by step in an outwards direction [15], [24]. A further simplification of coding in
Sprego is the usage of array formulas (for details see Sections 4.3, 4.4, 8). These tools
would prepare students for handling arrays, creating and debugging source codes in
high level programming languages.
As in other programming languages, at the beginning the minimalist approach
should be accompanied with full guidance, especially in case of non-programmers,
which would help the students to develop their algorithmic skills [14], [54], [57], [60],
[70].
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We can conclude that with the minimalist approach supporting Sprego, the focus is
not on the language, but on the problems, which is one of the key issues in teaching
programming [13]. This allows students to focus on the problem, since the language
is not a barrier; it only plays a marginal role.
3.4. Spreadsheet language
Spreadsheets are visual, first-order functional languages [65], and considering the
number of users, they are the most popular programming systems in use today [1].
As has been proved, functional languages would serve effectively as first languages
[13], being more reliable than imperative languages, using the familiar phenomenon
of the function, letting the user focus more on the problem than on the coding, and
consequently, producing fewer errors [1], [13].
However, the high number of spreadsheet documents containing errors does not
seem to be in accordance with the high expectations of the more traditional
functional languages. As has already been mentioned in Sections 1.1 and 3.3, and
proved in our previously published works, this is mainly due to the TAEW-based
problem solving methods, which are highly favoured and supported by the GUI.
However, we cannot neglect the fact that the number of end-users makes the
relevance of spreadsheet among functional languages even greater [1]. Previous
attempts to improve spreadsheet languages have mainly focused on its
approximation to traditional programming languages.
Sprego focuses on the already available tools of spreadsheet languages in harmony
with the features of traditional functional languages.
•

Spreadsheet programs perform automatic recalculation: whenever the
contents of a cell have been edited, all cells that are directly or transitively
dependent on that cell are recalculated [71].

•

Spreadsheet programs distinguish between several types of data, such as
numbers, text strings, logical values (Booleans), and arrays. However, this
distinction is made dynamically [71].

•

Functional languages have a very small syntax and a logically well-defined
semantics [13].

•

Functional languages are more problem-oriented than conventional languages
[43].

•

Functional languages have a simple mathematical basis, the lambda calculus,
and because of the lack of side-effects, program correctness proofs are easier
[43].

•

The intuitive understanding of functions that the students bring with them
from their school mathematics studies, should be an advantage when studying
a functional programming language which exploits this before they study the
imperative languages [13]. Based on this theoretical background, we
understand function in a semantic sense, as a mapping rather than any sort of
syntax (“code”) for the function [42].
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3.5. Levels of mastery
Beyond the already mentioned disadvantages of the TAEW-based methods, one of
the main weaknesses of the method is that it does not follow the recommended order
of levels of mastery [21]. The major characteristic of the TAEW-based methods is that
the first level, the understanding the concept, is skipped over, and the second level,
the usage is taken as the starting level. This is what Gove [44], [45] mixed up when he
was discussing teaching Word and Excel, instead of text and spreadsheet
management. The consequences of leaving out the first level of mastery are aimless
clicking and error-prone documents. Consequently, there is no chance to reach the
third level of mastery, where students would be able to consider a concept from
multiple viewpoints and/or justify the selection of a particular approach to solve a
problem [21].

4. Results – Sprego
Considering the theoretical background we had to find out whether the tools to build
Sprego and its teaching methodology were available in the spreadsheet languages.
Three tools were required, and regardless of the programs and their versions, they
are all available.
Spreadsheet tools for Sprego:
•

Simple, general-purpose language blocks: using as few and as simple
functions as possible.

•

The ability to define new structures: creating multilevel functions and
formulas.

•

Array formulas: eliminating the copying of formulas.

By applying these tools we are able to solve spreadsheet problems of differing
complexity, without the desire for ever newer amendments to the spreadsheet
programs, the endless searching for problem-specific and program-specific built-in
functions, and endless rummaging around in the helps and supports. Consequently,
in Sprego the emphasis is not on the language and on the GUI, but on the problems,
which would serve at least two purposes: providing an introductory language for
professional programmers [13] and a language for end-user programmers [62], [63],
[83].
4.1. Sprego functions
For beginners, fewer than ten simple, general-purpose functions would serve as a
starting kit to write programs in spreadsheets (Table 1, Sprego1). As students
advance in spreadsheet programming the need for a few more functions would arise.
However, we have to keep in mind that general-purpose functions should be
introduced, not those which are invented for solving special problems. Considering
these principles, moving from the functions introduced from the very beginning to
those introduced as we advance towards professionalism, we can group them into
three sets. The dozen functions of Sprego1 and Sprego2 are compulsory for everyone,
even for novices. Sprego3 is optional, and additional simple functions would be
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added to this group, depending on the development and interest of the students [9],
[29], [37].
In addition to the already mentioned advantages of using and building our own
formulas, there is one more which should be mentioned here; there is a great
probability that new problems will arise for which there is no built-in function
(Task 5 and Task 9).
Sprego programming focuses heavily on the usage of variables. The method is
borrowed from the traditional programming languages to make the
programs/documents less error-prone. In spreadsheet management there are two
options for variables: we can use the default names of the cells and arrays with the
spreadsheet references or we can give custom names.
Table 1: The introduction of spreadsheet functions for novice end-user programmers, starting with
group Sprego1, adding the functions of Sprego2 later on, while Sprego3 is optional

Sprego1

Sprego2

Sprego3

SUM()

MATCH()

SMALL()

AVERAGE()

INDEX()

LARGE()

MIN()

ISERROR()

AND()

MAX()

OR()

LEFT()

NOT()

RIGHT()

ROW()

LEN()

COLUMN()

SEARCH()

OFFSET()

IF()

SUBSTITUTE()
TRANSPOSE()
ROUND()
RAND()
INT()

To match the requirements of other programming languages the IF() function has to
be included in group Sprego1. However, we have to note here that the official
descriptions of the IF() function have to be reworded, because end-users, especially
novices, do not understand them. The reason is simple: they just do not have the
vocabulary and the background knowledge to understand condition, test, logical test
[48]. The following list is a selection of descriptions of IF() function from spreadsheet
wizards and helps which untrained end-users and students do not understand.
•

“logical test: The condition that you want to check” [23],

•

“test is or refers to a logical value or expression that returns a logical value
(TRUE or FALSE)” [46],

•

“Test is any value or expression that can be TRUE or FALSE” [47].

http://epublications.bond.edu.au/ejsie/vol8/iss1/4
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Table 2: The reworded description of the IF() function

argument

the role of the argument

1.

yes/no question

2.

the output of the function if the answer to the question is yes

3.

the output of the function if the answer to the question is no

IF(yes/no_question,output_if_the_answer_is_yes, output_if_the_answer_is_no)

4.2. Creating multilevel formulas
The other tool for solving problems in this minimalist spreadsheet environment is the
ability to create multilevel functions. Depending on the age group to which Sprego
programming is introduced,
•

the phenomenon of function and multilevel function would be familiar, and
with Sprego word problem solving based on authentic data would be learnt,

•

Sprego programming can be used to introduce the phenomenon,

•

it is an environment enabling us to practise how values would be transferred
from the internal function to the external function, and to understand the
relation between the domain and range of the functions in this hyponym and
hypernym relationship.

In this approach to spreadsheet management, students understand that functions in a
formula can be embedded into each other. The output of the innermost function is
the argument of the function around it; its output value is the argument of the next
function around it, and so on, until we reach the outermost function, whose output is
the output of the whole multilevel formula. The functions hold each other just like
the popular matryoshka dolls do (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The structure of multilevel functions is similar to that of the matryoshka dolls [87]

The realization of the multilevel functions should follow the evaluation order. This
means that first the innermost functions should be constructed and evaluated. If this
is done correctly, we can expand the formula and the results appear in the same
array (Table 14 and Table 15). Here we create the function outside to the first one,
using its output value as an argument of the outside function.
4.3. Array formulas
There are several possible tools in spreadsheet management which support deepapproach metacognitive problem solving. In the following, array formulas (AF) are
introduced, one of the possible solutions. Array formulas are a long-existing feature
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of spreadsheets, butt some
somehow they have never reached the status they deserve:
array handling without
out the complexity known in high level programm
gramming languages
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[80 [86].
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y form
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•
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rray ar
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substituted by
y an arr
array(s),

•

the combination
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arrays.

There is one further
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group of array formulas which are worth mentioning:
conditional array formulas
rmulas. This group of formulas would fit into any
an of the three
groups listed above;; howe
however, its significance from several different
ferent points
p
of view
gives it a special status.
s. The
T great advantage of conditional array
rray fo
formulas is that
they are able to substitut
ubstitute built-in problem-specific functions,
s, whi
which are highly
program-dependentt and version-dependent,
v
and which are onee of the
th blocks to an
effective use of spreadshee
adsheet programs [9], [10], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32],
[32] [33], [37].

Figure 4: Table extracted
xtracted from the List of states and territories of the United States webpage [88]

4.3.1. Multiple-resu
result array formulas
Array output as default
There are functions whose output by default is an array – a vector
ctor or a matrix. Two
of the most commonly
nly used
us functions in this group is the pair
ir of th
the TRANSPOSE()
(Formula 3) function
n and th
the INDEX() function with a vector output – when
w
one of the
index arguments of the function
fun
is set to 0 (Formulas 1 or 2).
To close and evaluate
ate an aarray formula not a simple Enter should
ould be used but the
Ctrl + Shift + Enter combin
combination in Windows (Excel, Calc), and Cmd
C
+ Enter in
MacOS. The resulting
g formula
form
is compassed around with curly braces.
Task 1: Create a cross-referen
reference table of the names of the states (Figure 4).
{=INDEX(A2:A51,COLUM
OLUMN()-1,0))}
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{=INDEX(R[1]C[-1]:R[50]C[-1],COLUMN()-1,0)}

(2)

{=TRANSPOSE(A2:A51)}

(3)

As the name of this group of formulas suggests, the output is an array. To display all
the results of the formula
rmula tthe output array has to be defined. Thee method
meth with which
arrays can be defined
ed is one
o
of the advantages of spreadsheet
et inter
interfaces; there is
nothing else to do but
ut sele
select the suitable range on the worksheet.
t. If the array needed
is too big for the screen
reen we
w can make further use of the advantages
tages o
of the GUI; we
can hide rows and columns
column (for examples see Figure 4, Figure 6, and Figure 7), and
we can switch between
tween the two types of reference to the one w
which is more
convenient – for selecting
ecting tthe array the R1C1, while for creating formulas
formu it is the A1
type which is more convenient.
conven
For novice and end-user
user programmers
pr
it is a great advantage off the GU
GUI that there is
no need for the definition
nition aand declaration of the variables and thee arrays
array in the code.

Figure 5: The cross referen
reference table of the states displayed in the R1C1 and the A1 reference types

Array output as non-defau
default
The non-default array
ay outp
output supersedes the copying of formulas,
las, which
whi is an errorprone technique [65], [64].
[64] This characteristic of the multiple-result
sult arr
array formulas is
remarkable, since one
ne of the major sources of errors in spreadshee
adsheet document is
rooted in the copying
g of fo
formulas.
The non-default multiple--result array formulas are created from funct
function(s), at least
one of whose default
ult argu
argument(s) is overruled by an array. Since the
th result is an
array, to display all the out
output values, the array has to be defined
d and selected.
s
The application off array formulas instead of error-prone copying has several
advantages:
•

There is one formula instead of many.

•

There is no need
eed for re-copying when the formula is changed.

•

The formula is secur
secured, since none but the first occasion of the formula
f
can be
modified, which
ich is in the first cell of the array.

Relying on all of these
hese ad
advantages, building multilevel formulas
ulas fr
from the inside
outwards is extremely
ely simple.
simp Once we have the algorithm theree is not
nothing else to do
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but create the formula in the first cell of the array, and select the array for the
formula. From this point on, the modifications can be applied to the first occasion,
which is the first cell of the array, and then the whole array is filled in with the new
values.
In the following examples all the formulas are array formulas, either single or
multiple result array formulas. By solving the problems, we always start with the
most inside function, and this very same formula is extended and evaluated in each
step. The outputs of the consecutive formulas are presented in the evaluation tables
connected to each task.
Task 2: Remove the leading Space from the names of the states (Figure 4, Table 3).
The characteristics of Task 2:
•

The names of the states have different lengths (D for differences).

•

Each name is preceded by one Space (S for similarities).

•

The new string is one character shorter than the original (S).

•

The string which should be cut out from the original is on the right side (S).

The algorithm of Task 2:
•

Deciding the length of the original string (Formula 4),

•

Deciding the length of the shorter string (Formula 5)

•

Cutting out the shorter string from the right side of the original string
(Formula 6).

In the following, to solve the given problems sequences of array formulas are created
by editing already existing formulas, starting with the first one. The first sequence of
formulas is presented in Formulas 4–6). For editing a formula we have to switch to
the formula editing bar. To do this we can use the F2 function key or the Control + U
key combination in Windows or MacOS , respectively, or a double click on the
formula bar.
The coding of Task 2:
{=LEN(A2:A51)}

(4)

{=LEN(A2:A51)-1}

(5)

{=RIGHT(A2:A51,LEN(A2:A51)-1)}

(6)

http://epublications.bond.edu.au/ejsie/vol8/iss1/4
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Table 3: The output values of the formulas solving Task 2
States

F4

F5

F6

Alabama

8

7

Alabama

Alaska

7

6

Alaska

Maryland

9

8

Maryland

17

16

7

6

16

15

8

7

Virginia[G]

12

11

Virginia[G]

Washington

11

10

Washington

West Virginia

14

13

West Virginia

Wisconsin

10

9

Wisconsin

Wyoming

8

7

Wyoming

Massachusetts[D]
Oregon
Pennsylvania[E]
Vermont

Massachusetts[D]
Oregon
Pennsylvania[E]
Vermont

Task 3: Remove the accidental [X] string from the end of the names of the states (Figure 4,
Table 4).
The characteristics of Task 3:
•

Not all the strings have [X] (D).

•

The names have different length (D).

•

The [X] is on the right side of the name (S).

•

The [X] string is three-character-long (S).

•

The [X] string starts with a [ character (S).

The algorithm of Task 3:
•

Deciding the positon of [ (Formula 7)

•

Checking the presence or lack of [ (Formula 8)

•

Question for the presence or lack of [ (Formula 9) (the true branch of the IF()
function is substituted with the empty string)

•

If there is no [X] string then write out the Space-free string, which comes from
Formula 6 (Formula 10)

•

If there is an [X] string then cut out the left side of the Space-free string, to the
left of the [ character (Formula 11 or 12)

The coding of Task 3:
{=SEARCH("[",A2:A51)}

(7)

{=ISERROR(SEARCH("[",A2:A51))}

(8)

{=IF(ISERROR(SEARCH("[",A2:A51)),””)}

(9)
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{=IF(ISERROR(SEARCH("[",
("[ A2:A51)),RIGHT(A2:A51,LEN(A2:A51)-1))}

(10)

{=IF(ISERROR(SEARCH("[",
("[ A2:A51)),
RIGHT(A2:A51,LEN(A2:A51)-1),
LEFT(RIGHT(A2:A51,LEN(A2:A51)-1),SEARCH("[",A2:A51)-2))}

(11)

{=IF(ISERROR(SEARCH("[",
("[ A2:A51)),
RIGHT(A2:A51,LEN(A2:A51)-1),
LEFT(RIGHT(A2:A51,LEN(A2:A51)-1),LEN(A2:A51)-4))}

(12)

Table 4: The output values of the formulas solving Task 3
States

F7

F8

Alabama

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

Alabama

Alaba
Alabama

Alaska

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

Alaska

Alask
Alaska

Maryland

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

Maryland

Mary
Maryland

Massachusetts[D]
Oregon

15
#VAL
VALUE!

Pennsylvania[E]
Vermont

14
#VAL
VALUE!

Virginia[G]

10

FALSE

F9

FALSE

TRUE
FALSE

FALSE
Oregon

FALSE

TRUE
FALSE

F10

FALSE
Vermont

FALSE

FALSE

F11 or F12

Mass
Massachusetts
Orego
Oregon
Penn
Pennsylvania
Verm
Vermont
Virgi
Virginia

Washington

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

Washington

Wash
Washington

West Virginia

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

West Virginia

West Virginia

Wisconsin

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

Wisconsin

Wisco
Wisconsin

Wyoming

#VAL
VALUE!

TRUE

Wyoming

Wyom
Wyoming

4.3.2. Single-result
result array
a
formulas
Single-result array formul
formulas are those whose output is one value, b
but inside the
formulas non-default
lt array are used as arguments.

Figur 6: The sample table of the Hungarian lottery [89]
Figure

The sample table in Figure 6 shows the dates of the draws, the prizes (columns
(
E, G,
I, and K), the number
er of the
th winners (columns D, F, H, and J), and th
the winning ball
numbers (columns L–P)
P) of
o the lottery played in Hungary. Thee dates are recorded
from the 45th week of 2004 (row 512) and the prizes from the 1st
st wee
week of 1998 (row
869).
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Task 4: Find the total amount of the prizes of the match-5 winners (Figure 6).
To solve Task 4 we have to calculate the sum product of two vectors: Match 5 (No.)
and Match 5 (Ft), columns D and E, respectively.
However, this is a case in which you can avoid introducing a new built-in function.
This problem can be solved with a single-result array formula, and there is no need
for the built-in SUMPRODUCT() function.
The characteristics of Task 4:
•

The number of the winners and prizes are stored in two vectors.

•

The number of the winners and prizes are paired.

The algorithm of Task 4:
•

Calculating the products of the numbers of the winners and the prizes. The
output is a vector. There is no need to display all the components of the vector;
consequently, we only display the first component of the vector, which
appears in the cell of the formula (Formula 13).

•

Summing the components of the vector of the products (Formula 14).

We have to note here, however, that if we wish to check the correctness of the vector
(Formula 13) we always have the opportunity to create array value results on the
worksheet.
The coding of Task 4:
{=D2:D869*E2:E869}

(13)

{=SUM(D2:D869*E2:E869)}

(14)

The generalization of the problem is detailed in Task 12.
Task 5: Calculate the square sum of the differences of the number of the winners and the
average of the number of the winners for those who have 2 matches (Figure 6, Table 5).
The characteristics of Task 5:
•

The number of the winners has to be compared to a calculated value, which in
this case is the average of the number of the winners.

•

The output is a single value, the square sum of the differences.

The algorithm of Task 5:
•

Calculating the average of the numbers of winners (Formula 15). The result is
a real number.

•

Calculating the difference between the components of the vector and the
average (Formula 16). The result is a vector. The first component of the vector
is displayed in the cell of the formula.

•

Calculating the square of the components of the vector from the previous step
(Formula 17). The first component of the vector is displayed.
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•

Summing the components of the vector (Formula 18). The result is a real
number.

The coding of Task 5:
=AVERAGE (J2:J869)

(15)

{=J2:J869-AVERAGE(J2:J869)}

(16)

{=(J2:J869-AVERAGE(J2:J869))^2}

(17)

{=SUM((J2:J869-AVERAGE(J2:J869))^2)}}

(18)

Since the ultimate output of a single-result array formula is one value, there is no
need to display all the items of the array during the consecutive steps of building the
formula. In this case the one value or the first item of the array is displayed in the cell
of the formula (Table 5). One further advantage of not displaying all the items of the
arrays is that the size of the spreadsheet documents can be reduced.
Table 5: The output values of the formulas solving Task 5
Match 2 (No.)
77 170

F15

F16

110 121,8

-32 951,8

F17
1 085 821 624

F18
1 780 096 622 741

Similar single-result formulas can be created with array formulas to solve other
problems. If we are aware of this technique, we can again realize that many of the
built-in functions of the spreadsheet programs are completely unnecessary (SUMSQ(),
SUMX2MY2(), SUMX2PY2(), SUMXMY2()).
4.3.3. Conditional array formulas

Figure 7: The sample table of the countries of the Earth
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Task 6: Give a continent in G2. Find the number of countries in the G2 continent (Figure 7,
Table 6).
The characteristics of Task 6:
•

Countries which are in the G2 continent should be counted, and the counter
should be incremented when there is a matching country.

•

Countries which are not in the G2 continent should be ignored.

This is a classical looping task with an IF structure inside the loop.
The algorithm of Task 6:
•

We have to decide whether the continents of the countries match the given
continent or not. This can be carried out with one IF() function. The first
argument of the IF() function holds the question; however, when using an
array formula, not just one question, but many are included (Formula 19). The
number of the questions equals the number of the components of the vector,
and consequently the number of the output values.

•

If the answer is yes to a question, a 1 should be stored (Formula 20).

•

If the answer is no to a question, we ignore it, and in this case the default
value is stored (Formula 20).

FALSE

•

The result of the IF() function is a vector whose components are 1s or FALSEs
(Formula 20). Similarly to the previous tasks there is no need to display the
whole vector, the first component of the vector appears in the cell.

•

Finally, we have to count the number of 1s in the output vector (Formula 21).
The result is a whole number.

The coding of Task 6:
{=B2:B236=G2}

(19)

{=IF(B2:B236=G2,1)}

(20)

{=SUM(IF(B2:B236=G2,1))}

(21)

Table 6: The output values of the formulas solving Task 6 with all the possible continents G2
Country

G2

F19

F20

F21

Afghanistan

Africa

FALSE

FALSE

57

Afghanistan

America

FALSE

FALSE

50

Afghanistan

Asia

TRUE

Afghanistan

Europe

FALSE

FALSE

49

Afghanistan

Oceania

FALSE

FALSE

25

1

54

It is worth adding a title to each task. For Task 6 a suitable title is constructed in
(Formula 22). Again, this is a classical novice programming task, but more
meaningful than the “Hello World!” task.
="The number of the countries in "&G2
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In Formula 22 a string and a variable are concatenated with the concatenating
operator. There is no need for the CONCATENATE() function; consequently, it is
redundant.
Task 7: Give a number in H2. Tell the population of those countries whose area is greater
than H2 (Figure 7).
Task 6 and Task 7 share the same characteristics and algorithm. There are only minor
differences:
•

There is a question to both tasks, however the questions the tasks (compare
Formula 19 to Formula 23).

•

While in Task 6 we collected and added 1s, in Task 7 we collect the
populations of the countries and add these values (compare Formula 20 to
Formula 24 and Formula 21 to Formula 25).

Apart from these two minor differences, nothing has changed, and most importantly,
the structure of the two solutions is the same.
The coding of Task 7:
{=D2:D236>H2}

(23)

{=IF(D2:D236>H2,E2:E236)}

(24)

{=SUM(IF(D2:D236>H2,E2:E236))}

(25)

Table 7: The output values of the formulas solving Task 7 with two different values in H2
Country

Area

H2

F23

Afghanistan

647 500

600

TRUE

Afghanistan

647 500

700 000

FALSE

F24
27 756
FALSE

F25
5 989 991
4 121 077

The title of Task 7 is presented in Formula 26).
="The population of countries whose area is greater than "&H2&" km²"

(26)

Task 8: Give two numbers in H2 and I2. Find the average population of those countries
whose area is between the values in H2 and I2 (Figure 7, Table 8).
Again, the structure is the same as we have seen in the two previous tasks. The
differences are the following:
•

The question is complex; we have to create it with an AND connection
(Formula 27 or 28).

•

The output value is an average (Formula 29 or 30 and the extended
Formula 32 or 33).

•

We have to be aware of the possibility that both cells could hold either the
smaller or the greater number (Formula 32 or 33 and Formula 34).

The algorithm of Task 8 contains the formation of the AND connection. There are two
options to create the AND connection:
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•

embedding IF() functions (Formula 27 or 32),

•

multiplying the two sets within one IF() function (Formula 28 or 33).

The coding of Task 8:
{=IF(D2:D236>H2,IF(D2:D236<I2,E2:E236))}

(27)

{=IF((D2:D236>H2)*(D2:D236<I2),E2:E236)}

(28)

{=AVERAGE(IF(D2:D236>H2,IF(D2:D236<I2,E2:E236)))}

(29)

{=AVERAGE(IF((D2:D236>H2)*(D2:D236<I2),E2:E236))}

(30)

Table 8: The output values of the formulas solving Task 8 with different values in H2 and I2
Country

Area

H2

I2

F27 or F28

Afghanistan

647 500

600

1 500

Afghanistan

647 500

500 000

700 000

F29 or F30

FALSE
27 756

1079.5
29 990.6

The title text of Task 8 is in Formula 31.
="The average population of those countries whose area is between "&
H2&" and "&I2&" km²"

(31)

For a further improvement of the solution we have to consider which cell holds the
smaller, and which the greater, number; consequently both Formula 29 and 30 can be
further modified. The simplest solution is that instead of the plain H2 and I2 variables
the smaller and the greater values will be used, respectively. Consequently, the same
is true for the title.
{=AVERAGE(IF(D2:D236>MIN(H2,I2),IF(D2:D236<MAX(H2,I2),E2:E236)))}

(32)

{=AVERAGE(IF((D2:D236>MIN(H2,I2))*(D2:D236<MAX(H2,I2)),E2:E236))}

(33)

The modified title text of Task 8 is in Formula 34.
="The average population of those countries whose area is between
"&MIN(H2,I2)&" and "&MAX(H2,I2)&" km²"

(34)

We can also create OR and XOR connections with the built in IF() functions or with
operations of sets. The coding is carried out in a similar way to the AND connection.
We have to note here that in the conditional built-in functions only the AND
connection is included.
Task 9: Give a continent in G2. Find the capital city of the largest country in the G2
continent (Figure 7, Table 10).
The algorithm of Task 9:
•

Separating the countries in G2 from the others (Formula 35). The output is a
vector with the areas of the G2 countries and FALSEs.

•

Selecting the largest area of this vector (Formula 36). The output is a number
from the vector of the areas.
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•

Finding the index of this component of the vector (Formula 37). The output is
an index, a whole number.

•

Finding the capital city with the same index in the vector of the capital cities
(Formula 38).

Before providing the solution to Task 9, we have to draw attention to the fact that the
Sprego groups of functions (Table 1) include only the INDEX() and the MATCH()
matrix functions. This is intentional, since these two functions are general purpose
functions, while the other popular functions are troublesome, and are not worth
using. The comparison of the INDEX(MATCH()) multilevel functions and the
HLOOKUP(), VLOOKUP() are detailed in Table 9 [58].
Table 9: The comparison of the INDEX(MATCH()) and the HLOOKUP(), VLOOKUP() functions
INDEX(MATCH())

HLOOKUP(), VLOOKUP()

Search vector
search both in rows and columns

HLOOKUP()

or VLOOKUP() searches only
in rows or columns, respectively

Result vector
can be anywhere in the table

below the search row (HLOOKUP())
right to the search column (VLOOKUP())

The orders of the values in the search vector
•

ascending (default)

•

ascending (default)

•

descending

•

descending (not available)

•

no order

•

no order

The orders of the values in the search vector
•

one value (default)

•

one value (default)

•

one vector

•

one vector (not available)

To solve Task 9 VLOOKUP() is ruled out, since the data is arranged in columns.
HLOOKUP() is ruled out because the output vector is left to the search vector,
consequently the only solution is the INDEX(MATCH()) multilevel function
(Formulas 37 and 38).
The coding of Task 9:
{=IF(B2:B236=G2,D2:D236)}

(35)

{=MAX(IF(B2:B236=G2,D2:D236))}

(36)

{=MATCH(MAX(IF(B2:B236=G2,D2:D236)),D2:D236,0)}

(37)

{=INDEX(C2:C236,MATCH(MAX(IF(B2:B236=G2,D2:D236)),D2:D236,0))}

(38)
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Table 10: The output values of the formulas solving Task 9 with all the possible continents in G2
Country

G2

F35

F36

F37

F38

Afghanistan

Africa

FALSE

2 505 810

198

Afghanistan

America

FALSE

9 976 140

37

Ottawa

Afghanistan

Asia

17 075 200

176

Moscow

Afghanistan

Europe

FALSE

2 166 086

84

Nuuk

Afghanistan

Oceania

FALSE

7 686 850

12

Canberra

647 500

Khartoum

The title of Task 9 is in Formula 39.
="The capital city of the largest country in "&G2

(39)

As has been presented above, creating conditions with single-result array formulas
has many advantages:
•

The structure is simple:
•

there is a condition deep in the formula, coded with an IF() function(s),

•

the output of the IF() function(s) is an array (Table 12, Step 3),

•

which is the argument of a function outside the IF() function(s) (Table 12,
Step 4).

•

We use simple general purpose Sprego functions.

•

We handle variables.

•

We can define AND, OR, and XOR connections.

•

We can avoid the use of the troublesome built-in conditional functions:
COUNTIF(), COUNTIFS(), SUMIF(), SUMIFS(), AVERAGEIF(), AVERAGEIFS(),
COUNTBLANK(), which we refer to as *IF?() functions [59], [73]:

•

•

*IF?() functions are not compatible; they vary from program to program,
and from version to version.

•

*IF?() functions use different syntactic rules for the constants and the
variables, and for equality and inequality (compare Table 11 and
Table 13),

•

*IF?() functions handle only the AND connection,

•

In the *IF?() functions no embedded functions are allowed.

•

The order of the arguments are different of functions with similar
purposes (compare the two solutions in Table 13).

There is no need for the database functions [39], whose usage requires some
kind of data-management- knowledge, which novices do not have.

The examples have proved that problems similar to those presented to novices in
high level languages can be solved with Sprego functions. There is no need for the
problem-specific problem loaded built-in functions. We can work more effectively,
and more problems can be solved with the simple general purpose functions. Beyond
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the obvious advantages of the Sprego functions, most importantly, we have to notice
that students' algorithmic skills are developed by building the algorithms for the
given problems, and they carry out real data retrieval.
4.4. Debugging
There is one more tool which works effectively with Sprego functions and Sprego
programming; this is debugging. The importance of debugging in spreadsheet
languages is as great as in any other programming language; however, built-in
functions do not support debugging. They do not allow any insight into the
algorithms behind the functions. This drawback of the built-in functions is another
source of error-prone documents.
For debugging it is worth cropping the table to a reasonable size, for at least two
reasons. First of all, checking tens and hundreds of values is tiresome, boring, timeconsuming and makes it difficult to find the essence of the problem. The other
problem with long arrays is that the debugging window is small, not of a convenient
size, not re-sizeable, and data cannot be copied from it.
Table 11: The debugging of the COUNTIF() function solving Task 6

=COUNTIF(B2:B8,G2)

1.

COUNTIF(B2:B8,G2)

2.

2

When using the built-in IF() functions the steps of the evaluation are hidden from the
user (Table 11 and Table 13); there are no options for debugging and analyzing the
process of the evaluation of the formulas. The results of the IF() functions are
presented in one step, without any traces of the algorithms lying behind them.
Table 12: A comparison of the debugging of the SUM(IF()) and AVERAGE(IF()) array formulas

The number of countries in G2 continent
(Task 6).

The average population of those countries
whose area is smaller than H2 (Task 8).

{=SUM(IF(B2:B8=G2,1))}

{=AVERAGE(IF(D2:D8<H2,E2:E8))}

1.

SUM(IF(B2:B8=G2,1))

AVERAGE(IF(D2:D8<H2,E2:E8))

2.

SUM(IF({"Asia","Europe","Africa
","Oceania","Europe","Africa",
"America”}="Africa",1))

AVERAGE(IF({647500,28748,
2381740,199,468,1246700,102}
<600,E2:E8))

3.

SUM(IF({FALSE,FALSE,TRUE,FALSE,
FALSE,TRUE,FALSE},1))

AVERAGE(IF({FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,
TRUE,TRUE,FALSE,TRUE},E2:E8))

4.

SUM({FALSE,FALSE,1,FALSE,FALSE,
1,FALSE})

AVERAGE({FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,69,
68,FALSE,12})

The other advantage of the conditional single-result array formulas is that their
structures constitute similar problems, so the steps of the evaluation process of this
kind of multilevel function are also similar (Table 12). One of the most important
steps is Step 3 in Table 12, which presents the output vector of the IF() function. This
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vector serves as the argument of the outside function SUM() and AVERAGE() (Table 12,
Task 6 and Task 8, respectively).
Table 13: A comparison of the argument-list and the evaluation steps of the built-in functions
AVERAGEIF() and AVERAGEIFS()

=AVERAGEIF(D2:D8,"<"&H2,E2:E8)

=AVERAGEIFS(E2:E8,D2:D8,"<"&H2)

1.

AVERAGEIF(D2:D8,"<"&H2,E2:E8)

AVERAGEIFS(E2:E8,D2:D8,"<"&H2)

2.

AVERAGEIF($D$2:$D$8,"<"&600,
E2:E8)

AVERAGEIFS(E2:E8,D2:D8,"<"&600)

3.

AVERAGEIF($D$2:$D$8,"<600”,
E2:E8)

AVERAGEIFS($E$2:$E$8,$D$2:$D$8,
"<"&600)

4.

49.66666667

49.66666667

5. Conclusions
Based on previously published results, the high expectations placed on spreadsheet
programming have been partially realized; spreadsheets are extremely popular. On
the other hand, we are faced with the side effects of this popularity, namely, the
unexpectedly high number of error-prone documents, causing serious financial
losses, for certain common applications.
We have proved that the lack of deep approach metacognitive problem solving
methods has led us to misuse spreadsheets. The most widely accepted methods for
solving spreadsheet problems is the TAEW-based surface approach method, which
lacks the skills required to solve computer related activities, i.e. to build algorithms.
Considering the advantages of the spreadsheet languages, we have invented a
programming method which would serve as an introductory language for
programmers and as the ultimate language for end-user programmers, which we
have named Sprego.
Sprego is a deep approach metacognitive problem solving environment, which has
borrowed and combined proven methods from high level programming languages.
The three milestones of Sprego are
•

using as few and as simple general purpose functions as possible,

•

building multilevel formulas,

•

building array formulas.

With this approach the requirements of the deep approach metacognitive methods
are fulfilled (H1).
In addition to building the theoretical background we had to find the tools which are
needed to carry out our H1 hypothesis. Spreadsheets have a long-established, builtin, but hardly used feature, the array formulas, which suit our requirements. As has
been presented in the previous sections, with array formulas we can solve problems
well known and well accepted in teaching programming to novices (H3). The few
simple general purpose functions for creating the formulas do not require the service
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of the GUI; it is much more convenient to build and expand the array formulas by
typing and coding than by wandering around in the GUI (H3). On the other hand,
the advantage of the GUI is obvious, and makes the programming more convenient
for novices, both when defining the variables and arrays, and when handling large
tables.
Based on the minimalist approach which supports Sprego, the differences between
the various spreadsheet programs and versions are eliminated. Using Sprego there is
no need to check the versions of the programs, and, furthermore, there is free
transportation of formulas between MS Excel and OpenOffice, LibreOffice Calc (H4).
Since Sprego mainly relies on simple general purpose functions, and these functions
are frequently used, the users get used to them in a short period of time and make
fewer errors than in the rarely used, problem-specific functions, with their strange
syntactic rules and lists of arguments. Beyond this, the usage of array formulas
eliminates the errors caused by copying formulas (H5).
Altogether, we have found a programming language and technique which could
serve as an introductory language and the language of those who do not want to be
professional programmers, i.e. end-user programmers. The method and the
technique support the development of computational thinking, an ability which is
very much required to solve computer related activities, and for effective human
computer interaction.
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8. Additional examples in Sprego
To handle strings the table of the states of US would serve as the best task (Fig.).
Column G contains data which should be separated and deleted. The mi2 and km2
should be separated and stored in two columns, while the numbers preceding the
mi2 should be deleted.
Task 10: Separate the km2 value from its original string (Figure 4).
The characteristics of the km2 numbers in Task 10:
•

these numbers are in a pair of parentheses,

•

they are on the right of the string.

The output values of the consecutive steps are presented in Table 14. The input
values of the problem are in the first column (peach background), while the output
values are in the last column (green background). The values presented in the
columns are the input values of the consecutive formula, indicated in the first row of
the next column.
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The algorithm of Task 10:
•

Finding the position of the opening parenthesis (Formula 40).

•

Finding the number of characters which should be cut out from the right side
of the original string (Formula 41).

•

Cutting out the number and the closing parenthesis from the right
(Formula 42).

•

Cutting out the left of this new string, which is one character shorter than the
previous string (Formula 43).

•

Converting the text to number (Formula 44).
Table 14: The output values of the formulas solving Task 10

Total area in mi2 (km2)

F40

F41

F42

F43

135,767)

135,767

1,723,337)

1,723,337

F44

700452420000000000052,420 (135,767)

27

8

135,767

7005665384000000000665,384 (1,723,337)

28

10

700412406000000000012,406 (32,131)

27

7

32,131)

32,131

32,131

700410554000000000010,554 (27,335)

27

7

27,335)

27,335

27,335

700498379000000000098,379 (254,800)

27

8

254,800)

254,800

254,800

700446054000000000046,054 (119,279)

27

8

119,279)

119,279

119,279

70039616000000000009,616 (24,905)

26

7

24,905)

24,905

24,905

700442775000000000042,775 (110,787)

27

8

110,787)

110,787

110,787

700471298000000000071,298 (184,661)

27

8

184,661)

184,661

184,661

700424230000000000024,230 (62,755)

27

7

62,755)

62,755

62,755

700465496000000000065,496 (169,634)

27

8

169,634)

169,634

169,634

700497813000000000097,813 (253,335)

27

8

253,335)

253,335

253,335

1,723,337

The coding of Task 10:
{=SEARCH("(",G2:G51)}

(40)

{=LEN(G2:G51)-SEARCH("(",G2:G51)}

(41)

{=RIGHT(G2:G51,LEN(G2:G51)-SEARCH("(",G2:G51))}

(42)

{=LEFT(RIGHT(G2:G51,LEN(G2:G51)-SEARCH("(",G2:G51)),
LEN(RIGHT(G2:G51,LEN(G2:G51)-SEARCH("(",G2:G51)))-1)}

(43)

{=LEFT(RIGHT(G2:G51,LEN(G2:G51)-SEARCH("(",G2:G51)),
LEN(RIGHT(G2:G51,LEN(G2:G51)-SEARCH("(",G2:G51)))-1)*1}

(44)

Task 11: Separate the mi2 value from its original string (Figure 4).
The characteristics of Task 11:
•

Numbers of different lengths (D),

•

numbers start at the same position: 20 (S),

•

mi2 is left of km2 (S)
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The algorithm of Task 11:
•

Removing the km2 from the right of the string (Formula 46).

•

Finding the position of the opening parenthesis (Formula 45).

•

Deciding on the number of characters in the extended mi2 string, number of
characters with the leading 19 characters (Formula 47).

•

Deciding on the number of characters in the mi2 string, number of characters
without the leading 19 characters (Formula 48).

•

Cutting out mi2 characters from the right side of string (Formula 46) with
formula (Formula 49).

•

Converting the text to number (Formula 50).

The output values of the formulas of Task 11 are listed in Table 15.
Table 15: The output values of the formulas solving Task 11
Total area in mi2 (km2)

F45

F46

F47

F48

F49

F50

700452420000000000052,420 (135,767)

27

700452420000000000052,420

25

6

52,420

52,420

7005665384000000000665,384 (1,723,337)

28

7005665384000000000665,384

26

7

665,384

665,384

700412406000000000012,406 (32,131)

27

700412406000000000012,406

25

6

12,406

12,406

700410554000000000010,554 (27,335)

27

700410554000000000010,554

25

6

10,554

10,554

700498379000000000098,379 (254,800)

27

700498379000000000098,379

25

6

98,379

98,379

700446054000000000046,054 (119,279)

27

700446054000000000046,054

25

6

46,054

46,054

70039616000000000009,616 (24,905)

26

70039616000000000009,616

24

5

9,616

9,616

700442775000000000042,775 (110,787)

27

700442775000000000042,775

25

6

42,775

42,775

700471298000000000071,298 (184,661)

27

700471298000000000071,298

25

6

71,298

71,298

700424230000000000024,230 (62,755)

27

700424230000000000024,230

25

6

24,230

24,230

700465496000000000065,496 (169,634)

27

700465496000000000065,496

25

6

65,496

65,496

700497813000000000097,813 (253,335)

27

700497813000000000097,813

25

6

97,813

97,813

The coding of Task 11:
{=SEARCH("(",G2:G51)}

(45)

{=LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2)}

(46)

{LEN(LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2))}

(47)

{LEN(LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2))-19)}

(48)

{=RIGHT(LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2),
LEN(LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2))-19)}

(49)

{=RIGHT(LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2),
LEN(LEFT(G2:G51,SEARCH("(",G2:G51)-2))-19)*1}

(50)

The following task is based on Figure 6, the table of the lottery numbers and prizes.
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Task 12: Type the number of the matching balls into R2. Give the total prize for R2 matches
(Figure 6).
Task 12 is the generalization of Task 4. The difference between them is that in Task 4
the number of the matches was a constant, as were the columns of the number of
winners and the prizes. In Task 12, based on the number typed in R2 we have to
calculate the number of the columns.
The characteristics of Task 12:
•

The numbers of the winners are in even columns.

•

The prizes are in the odd columns.

•

With the increase of the matching balls the columns decrease.

•

The first column with the numbers of the winners is column 4 (D), and with
the prizes is column 5 (E).

Considering all these, from the number given in R2 we have to calculate the columns.
Since every second column counts and the even and the odd columns should be
separated, the number in R2 has to be multiplied by 2 (Formula 51).
R2×2

(51)

There is a negative linear proportionality between the matching numbers and
columns, so there should be subtractions (Formula 52).
10−R2×2

(52)

The columns of the winners start at 4, so a translation has to be carried out
(Formula 53).
14−R2×2

(53)

The algorithm of Task 12:
•

Pointing to the column of the numbers from cell A1

•

Pointing to the column of the prizes from cell A1.

•

Calculating the sum product of the two columns.

For an easier debugging we can crop the table to five rows.
The coding of Task 12:
{=OFFSET(A1,1,13-R2*2,5,1)}

(54)

{=OFFSET(A1,1,14-R2*2,5,1)}

(55)

{=SUM(OFFSET(A1,1,13-R2*2,5,1)*OFFSET(A1,1,14-R2*2,5,1))}

(56)

We can check the validity of the number given in R2.
{=IF(AND(R2>=2,R2<=5),SUM(OFFSET(A1,1,13-R2*2,5,1)*OFFSET(A1,1,14R2*2,5,1)),"wrong number")}

(57)

To be sure that the number in R2 is a whole number in the [2, 5] interval, we can
select it randomly Task 13.
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Task 13: Create a random whole number in the [2, 5] interval.
This is a quite familiar task in programming. The only point in question is the
interval of the random number in the programming language. This should be
checked first, since the output interval of the random selection will differentiate the
algorithms to a certain extent.
Both Excel and Calc create a random number in the [0, 1) interval. With geometric
translations – dilation (Formula 59) and translation (Formula 61) – we can convert it
into the [2, 5] interval.
The characteristics of Task 13:
•

a whole number,

•

in the [2; 5] interval.

The algorithm of Task 13:
•

Creating a random number in the [0, 1) interval (Formula 58).

•

Dilation of the interval [0, 1) → [0, 4) (Formula 59).

•

Creating whole numbers [0, 4) → [0, 3] (Formula 60).

•

Translation of the interval [0, 3] → [2, 5] (Formula 61).

With this algorithm there is no need for the specific built-in function,
RANDBETWEEN(). Beyond that with the algorithm of creating whole random numbers
in an interval students would see example of geometric transformations and practice
how to handle inclusive and exclusive intervals. In addition to all of these
advantages, students can be prepared for a problem quite frequent in high level
programming.
The coding of Task 13:
=RAND()

(58)

=RAND()*4

(59)

=INT(RAND()*4)

(60)

=INT(RAND()*4)+2

(61)

If we create the number of the matching balls as a random number there is no need
for the validation of the number in R2. To decide on the mode of input in R2 is
always the user’s responsibility; both (61) with the random number and (57) with
typing the number can be used.
We can select random numbers in an interval with previously unknown starting and
ending values (Task 14).
Task 14: Create a random whole number in the [G2, H2] interval.
Task 14 is the generalization of Task 13.
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The characteristics of Task 14:
•

a whole number,

•

in the [G2; H2] interval.

The algorithm of Task 14:
•

Calculating the number of whole numbers in the [G2; H2] interval
(Formula 62)

•

Creating a random number in the [0; 1) interval (Formula 63).

•

Dilation of the interval: [0; 1) → [0; H2-G2+1) (Formula 64).

•

Creating whole numbers: [0; H2-G2+1) → [0; H2-G2] (Formula 65).

•

Translation of the interval: [0; H2-G2] → [G2; H2] (Formula 66).

•

Handling the “smaller-greater number” problem (Formula 67).

The coding of Task 14:
=H2-G2+1

(62)

=RAND()

(63)

=RAND()*(H2-G2+1)

(64)

=INT(RAND()*(H2-G2+1))

(65)

=INT(RAND()*(H2-G2+1))+G2

(66)

Similar to Task 8, we have to handle the problem of the variables of the smaller and
the greater numbers. Formula 66 should be extended with the selection of the smaller
and the greater numbers, and these numbers should be used instead of the values of
G2 and H2 (Formula 67).
=INT(RAND()*(MAX(G2,H2)-MIN(G2,H2)+1))+MIN(G2,H2)
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